Sculpture Scavenger Hunt

Can you find them all? Write the name of the sculpture below its picture. Then use the letters in the boxes to decode a secret message at the end!

1. This normally fly-by-night sight has transformed to make a seat just right for daylight.

2. With eyes wide and mouth agape, plus hair and headdress, define this shape.

3. Swirling above, silent and serene, white wings flurry, flit, fly, and fill the scene.

4. Princess Frog, for what do you wish? Do you dream of luring dragons or catching fish?

5. There’s always more than meets the eye; when you find this one, you might see why!

6. Fear not, friend, this nest is free of any stinging insect, be it wasp or bee.
Creature of the deep, watch it creep. Where next do you think it will slink?

Do you have your shades on? This sunny flower's had 'em on since dawn!

I spy three straws, two birds, and one car. Travelling on earthen feet, will they go far?

Cogs and wheels and bells and plates, this sculptural mishmash sure is great.

Forgive me if I pry, but your thoughts I'd buy... just to spy what's in that mind's eye!

Man of tin, quite shiny and thin! He holds a star from a galaxy afar.

Put the letter from each box in order (1-12) in the spaces below to read a secret message.

Put the letter from each box in order (1-12) in the spaces below to read a secret message.